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Hsing-I Chuan
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular monthly
magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing them with
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information about every style of self-defense in the world - including techniques and
strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75 martial arts-oriented
books and videos including many about the works of Bruce Lee, the best-known
marital arts figure in the world.

Chen Pan-Ling's Original Tai Chi Chuan Textbook (Tai Chi Chuan Chaio
Tsai)
Radical Xingyi Energetics
The urge to forge one’s character by fighting, in daily life as well as on the mat,
appeals to something deep within us. More than a collection of fighting techniques,
martial arts constitute a path to developing body, spirit, and awareness. On the
Warrior’s Path connects the martial arts with this larger perspective, merging subtle
philosophies with no-holds-barred competition, Nietzsche with Bruce Lee, radical
Taoism and Buddhism with the Star Wars Trilogy, traditional martial arts with
basketball and American Indian culture. At the center of all these phenomena is the
warrior. Though this archetype seems to manifest contradictory values, author
Daniele Bolelli describes the heart of this tension: how the training of martial
technique leads to a renunciation of violence, and how overcoming fear leads to a
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unique freedom. Aimed at students at any level or tradition of martial arts but also
accessible to the armchair warrior, On the Warrior’s Path brings fresh insights to
why martial arts remains an enduring and widespread art and discipline. Two new
chapters in this second edition focus on spirituality in the martial arts and the
author’s personal journey in the field.

Shang Yun-Xiang Style Xingyiquan
This comprehensive guide explains the principles and practices essential for Bagua
training.

A Shadow On Fallen Blossoms: The 36 and 48 Traditional Verses of
Baguazhang Epub Edition
This book includes: the complete xing yi history and lineage going back eight
generations; written transmissions taken from hand-copied manuscripts handed down
from third and fourth generation practitioners Dai Long Bang and Li Neng Ran; 16
health maintenance and power development exercises handed down by the famous
xing yi master, Wang Ji Wu; xing yi qigong exercises handed down by master Wang
Ji Wu; xing yi's standing practice and theory is described in detail with photographs
of both Wang and Zhang; and xing yi five element long spear power training
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exercises demonstrated by Zhang Bao Yang.

Hsing-I
The ancient Chinese martial art of Xingyi Quan is known for its explosive internal
power. Closely related to both Taiji Quan and Bagua Quan, Xingyi is regarded as the
most esoteric, and the most dangerous of the fighting arts, though the purposes of
consistent practice include health and spiritual development. This in-depth guide is
the first to cover the history and traditions of the art in such a comprehensive way,
describing the essential Xingyi Quan movements, and their effects, in fully illustrated
form, and including the author's research with the Song Xingyi Quan clan in China.
The book contains a comprehensive teaching guide to the practice of Santi Shr and
the Five Element Fists, the core exercises of this potent fighting system, as well as
explanations of the underlying principles which give Xingyi Masters their great depth
of skill and refined understanding of combat strategy. The reader will also find
clearly illustrated teachings of all the Twelve Animal Forms, linking forms, two
person sets, basic skills, and the weapons training. This authoritative book will be an
illuminating and complete guide for anyone interested in the internal martial arts,
especially those practicing or teaching Xingyi Quan or wanting to learn more about it.

Hsing-I
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A book that includes history, training methods, step-by-step instruction of
movements and more than 150 photos explains Bagua Zhang, the unique martial arts
form that emerged in 1920s China and gained popularity in the United States in the
1990s. Original.

The Mysterious Power of Xingyi Quan
The ancient Taoists developed extraordinary abilities through the practice and
perfection of methods that cultivated chi. They could nourish their existence and
cultivate a healthy, energetic life-span, with some living to be 150 years of age. The
internal aspects of martial arts is a subject discussed by everyone who practices
kung-fu, but is known and actually employed by only a few.

Wandering Along the Way of Okinawan Karate
This is the book Ken Gullette wishes he had been able to read when he first began
studying Tai Chi, Bagua and Xingyi in 1987. It gets to the point, stripping the mystical
mumbo jumbo away, leaving detailed, real-world explanations of the six fundamental
body mechanics that everyone should know when they study Tai Chi (Taiji), Bagua
and Xingyi. For the first time, these body mechanics are organized and discussed
clearly, with more than 250 images and highly-detailed but simple language. If you
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are a student or even a teacher of these arts, you should be able to learn something
here that will deepen your own insight into the arts. Ken has studied with some top
internal arts masters, and during the first ten years he was teaching, he boiled down
the body mechanics he learned into six key concepts. In this book, he explains them
in the same step-by-step detail that he uses in teaching his students, building on each
of the concepts until you have a clear roadmap of what you need to practice for highquality internal structure and movement. As Ken explains it, "The true intent of the
internal arts is self-defense. The body mechanics in this book are the starting point
you need to develop the structure and internal strength that is required for the
relaxed power, the iron wrapped in cotton, that the internal arts are known for. This
is the starting point upon which all other skill is built." Ken has studied these arts
since 1987, is a tournament champion, winning in empty-hand and weapons forms, nocontact, light-contact and full-contact matches, and he has students worldwide who
have studied his DVDs and his website, www.internalfightingarts.com. Concepts
covered in these pages include: the ground path, peng jin, whole-body movement, silkreeling energy, Dantien rotation, and opening/closing the kua. From the
explosiveness of Xingyi to the relaxed power of Tai Chi and Bagua, the road to
internal skill is long and difficult, but very satisfying. There is nothing "soft" about
these arts. They are powerful arts of self-defense. And it all starts here.

Xing Yi Snake
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This book outlines the history and techniques of Pa-kua—a style of boxing based on
the eight (pa) trigrams (kua) of the I Ching. This martial arts guide gives a thorough
account of the philosophy behind the art. It also presents to the West for the first the
orthodox style of the last Chinese Pa-kua master Wang Shu-chin. Described in great
detail and fully illustrated are the basic techniques, the eight palm shapes, and the
eight traditional methods of "walking the circle." Guided by this easy-to-follow text,
the student of Pa-kua can probe deeply into the hitherto hidden secrets of one of the
most complete systems of self defense ever developed.

Simplified Tai Chi Chuan
A personal, philosophical, and historical exploration of Okinawan Goju-Ryu karate
written by an experienced master. In Wandering Along the Way of Okinawan Karate,
Giles Hopkins draws on his fifty years of martial arts experience to take the reader
on a journey through the meaning of kata (form) and bunkai (application) in
Okinawan Goju-Ryu karate. Hopkins offers his personal reflections on the enigma of
karate kata while explaining many of its little-understood applications. With skill and
insight into kata's connection to nature, the book addresses key topics such as why
some movements are done slowly while others are fast, the significance of steps and
turns, and the role of tradition in karate. The purpose of kata solo patterns is to
solidify specific self-defense techniques. Contrary to the commonly held belief that
kata techniques can have multiple interpretations, Hopkins argues that kata embodies
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specific martial principles that must be followed rigorously for it to be truly effective.
He also reveals the spiritual dimensions of martial arts by explaining its deep
connection to nature. Providing new understanding of kata structure, themes, and
martial art principles, Hopkins sheds light on the practitioner's journey.

The Xingyi Quan of the Chinese Army
This was the first book published about the internal art of Hsing-I Kung Fu in English.
It contains the Seven words, 6 Harmonies, descriptions of the 5 Elements and much,
much more. In the second edition we have added more commentary and herbal
recipes.

The Fundamentals of Pa Kua Chang
RADICAL XINGYI ENERGETICS presents the classical Chinese internal martial art of
Xingyiquan as MARTIAL NEI GONG, using stylized striking techniques to cultivate
internal energy. This book is the first to explicitly link the concrete movements of
the Xingyi techniques and drills to the internal energetic results and experiences.
The core movements and principles that will enable you to generate the Sharp
Energy and the Surge Energy are presented in detail. The Five Element Fists of
Hebei Xingyiquan and three key Animals styles from the Twelve Forms are covered.
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This minimal selection is intentional, as these moves are exactly what's needed to
feel the energy. In order to accelerate development, supplemental energy practices
are included: BENG QUAN (Crushing) Variations (AN JING, Reverse, Truncated,
etc.) SHEN JING Infusion Drill Set CHANG GUN Single Staff Drill Set CHANG GUN
Double Staff Drill Set TONGBEI Drill Set There is also complete analysis of Xingyi's
2 internal energies and new translations of carefully targeted selections from Xingyi
master writings. Most bad reviews of Amazon products open with: 'NOT WHAT I
EXPECTED'. I am now going to spare you that awful letdown. This book does NOT
present these: Combatives & Self Defense Full Set of Animal Techniques Combative
Weapons Linking Choreography An Shen Pao Body Conditioning This is not the
complete art of Xingyiquan. That's one feature you can cross off your list. Second
thing to forget about: This book does not present anything that will be of immediate
use for street, sport, or stage (self-defense, UFC, dance videos). If you need that,
forget this. It's only eight techniques, supported by many unconventional energy
drills, plus original analysis of Xingyi energy framework, with reference to the
writings of the great Xingyi masters. RADICAL XINGYI ENERGETICS covers the
experience of the two energies and how they are felt through the several dozen
simple drills of this minimal, bare-metal art. Though the physical approach uses the
common mechanics of the Xingyi Five Element Fists and Twelve Animals, the
principles are unconventional, based on an exotic interpretation of the art seen
through the lens of an old Chinese master teacher under whom the author trained
more than 40 years ago. The author has done his best to make the material learnable
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from stand-alone use of the book. However, everybody has a different learning style,
and learning internal movement arts from a book is extremely difficult. RXE partially
overlaps with the author's DVD “Xing Yi Quan” which teaches the same Five Element
Fists and the same Three Animal forms, but lacks the special drills and the detailed
energy commentary. However, many of the supplemental energy drills are presented
on the author's free YouTube channel, so you may wish to assemble whatever you
can for free. If you have even the smallest doubt whether this book is a good buy, if
you have any reason to wonder at all if this is going to work for you, listen to your
doubts and do not buy it. Save your time and money and spare me the 1-star review.
I know you can see the stupidity of proceeding despite this warning, wasting your
time and money, then slamming the product with a 1-star review whining the usual:
"HUGE DISAPPOINTMENT. NOT WHAT I EXPECTED." That just damages all of us.
(Though you should realize that if you only accept what you expect, you'll never
learn anything.) The upside is that if you train according to the radical energetic
principles of this book, giving it a fair chance, it's likely that you will begin to feel the
electric jolt of the "obvious energy" and the overwhelming flood of the "concealed
energy" for yourself, as many others have.

Baguazhang
In the global world of the twenty-first century, martial arts are practised for selfdefense and sporting purposes only. However, for thousands of years, they were a
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central feature of military practice in China and essential for the smooth functioning
of society. This book, which opens with an intriguing account of the very first female
martial artist, charts the history of combat and fighting techniques in China from the
Bronze Age to the present. This broad panorama affords fascinating glimpses into the
transformation of martial skills, techniques and weaponry against the background of
Chinese history, the rise and fall of empires, their governments and their armies.
Quotations from literature and poetry, and the stories of individual warriors, infuse
the narrative, offering personal reflections on prowess in the battlefield and
techniques of engagement. This is an engaging and readable introduction to the
authentic history of Chinese martial arts.

Hsing-I
This book disrupts disciplinary boundaries to make a case for the future direction and
growth of martial arts studies as a unique field

Esoteric Martial Arts of Zen: Training Methods from the Patriarch
Treasured for centuries by karate's top masters, the Bubishi is a classic Chinese
work on philosophy, strategy, medicine, and technique as they relate to the martial
arts. Referred to as the "bible of karate" by famous master Chojun Miyagi, for
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hundreds of years the Bubishiwas a secret text passed from master to student in
China and later in Okinawa. All of karate's legendary masters have studied it, applied
its teachings, or copied passages from it. No other classic work has had as dramatic
an impact on the shaping and development of karate as the Bubishi. Karate historian
and authority Patrick McCarthy spent over ten years researching and studying the
Bubishi and the arts associated with it. The first English translation of this
remarkable martial arts manual includes numerous explanations and notes.
McCarthy's work also includes groundbreaking research on Okinawan and Chinese
history, as well as the fighting and healing traditions that developed in those
countries, making it a gold mine for researchers and practitioners alike. For the final
word on the true origins and spirit of classic Okinawan martial arts, one need look no
further. This karate book is one of the best karate training supplements available.

Xing Yi Quan: Art of Inner Transformation
Every once in a while you find a high impact book. Something that awakens
something deep within and lasts forever. This is the one. It is a book that you can
pick up time and time again and always gets something new out of it, or something
deeper than you. Cheng Hsin is the best introduction for beginners to the internal
practice of fighting. It is a seminal work that draws on T'ai Chi Ch'uan, Aikido, and Pa
Kua Chang and was written by the first Westerner ever to win the world
championship in a full-contact martial arts tournament.
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Power of Internal Martial Arts
A modern classic, Shang Yun-Xiang Style Xingyiquan is essential for Xingyiquan
practitioners and a useful guide for any practitioner of the Chinese martial arts. While
focusing on Shang-style Xingyiquan (derived from author Li Wen-Bin's training under
Grandmaster Shang Yun-Xiang), this book clearly breaks down the fundamentals of
those movements and forms found in all of Xingyiquan (and other internal martial
arts). Rather than simply presenting the traditional, often-cryptic poetry or "songs" to
impart martial concepts, Li goes into great detail to explain to readers of all levels
the finer points of Xingyi training. Featuring hundreds of original photographs and
step-by-step explanation of movements, Shang Yun Xiang Style Xingyiquan is an
excellent companion to Xingyiquan training of any style or school. Table of Contents
Chapter 1 In Search of the Missing Points in the Origin of Xing Yi Quan Techniques
Chapter 2 Features of Shang Yun-Xiang Style Xing Yi Quan Chapter 3 The Foundation
for Xing Yi Gong Fu Chapter 4 Wu Xing Quan 五行拳（Five Element Fist） Chapter 5
Jin Tui Lian Huan Quan 退
拳 ( Advance & Retreat Linking Fist) Chapter 6
Traditional Xing Yi Weapons

Ba Gua Nei Gong Volume 5
Demonstrates and explores the difference between the internal and external martial
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arts, explaining how the manipulation and development of chi can reduce stress, heal
disease, and balance the emotions

The Art of Ba Gua Zhang
Traditional training methods from this well-known Chinese martial art.

Chinese Internal Boxing
"A comprehensive introduction to the essential fighting techniques of Taijiquan,
Baguazhang, and Xingyiquan, presenting authentic training material that has survived
the cultural revolution"--Provided by publisher.

Pa-kua
Embedded within the martial art Ba Gua Zhang is a complete system of internal
exercises that promote self-healing and longevity and transform consciousness. Ba
Gua Nei Gong consists of nine powerful and profound methods of internal exercise
and self-cultivation. This book is the fifth in a series of manuals on Ba Gua Nei Gong.
It can be used in conjunction with actual instruction in Ba Gua Zhang, or employed as
a stand-alone instruction manual. Tian Gan Nei Gong is indispensable to the practice
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of Ba Gua Zhang and the martial arts in general. The Tian Gan Exercises develop the
ability of the legs and waist to generate the torsional spiraling power known as "Silk
Reeling" Energy. Tian Gan also trains the correct internal mechanics for many of Ba
Gua Zhang's martial actions such as: piercing (chuan), chopping (kan), splitting (pi),
drilling (zuan), rolling (gun), pulling (la), leading (ling), seizing (na), covering (gai),
overturning (fan), pressing (an), uplifting (tiao), rotating (zhuan), twisting (ning),
coiling (chan) and wrapping (guo). Tian Gan literally means "Heavenly Stem." The
name Tian Gan refers to the longitudinal energetic axis or stem (the "Central
Channel") that passes through the body. In practicing Tian Gan Nei Gong, the
spiraling and turning actions of the body and Central Channel, combined with the
movements of the arms and legs, stimulate and open the meridians, while
simultaneously "wringing out" the spine and its surrounding structures. This helps
maintain the health of the spine, the brain and the nervous system. Tian Gan Nei
Gong can be an important adjunctive practice method for various types of Daoist
meditation, and a useful pre-requisite to Micro-Cosmic Orbit meditation. Ba Gua
Spinal Meditation is a unique training method that enables one to sense the subtle
internal movements of the spine. A detailed discussion of Spinal Meditation is
included in this book because this exercise forms a natural compliment to the Tian
Gan

Chinese Martial Arts
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Demonstrates the various Tai chi chuan movements and their applications.

Bubishi
Xing Yi Quan is an old combat style from China which is still popular, especially
amongst bodyguards. This new book on Xing Yi takes an in-depth look at the fighting
strategy of Snake.

Internal Body Mechanics for Tai Chi, Bagua and Xingyi
Famed for promoting health and longevity, as well as for its effectiveness as a
fighting art, Xingyi is practiced by enthusiasts in China and in the West. Designed as
a primer or introductory reader and filled with photos, illustrations, and descriptive
text, this authentic manual introduces the Five Elements of Xingyi—Splitting Fist,
Drilling Fist, Smashing Fist, Pounding Fist, and Crossing Fist—outlining the basic
theory and history of the art. Coming directly from an eighth-generation practitioner
of a famous lineage, The Xingyi Boxing Manual is a distillation of the knowledge and
experience of many of the major figures in the history of Xingyi boxing. Translator
John Groschwitz includes previously unavailable materials from the complete original
book making this revised and expanded edition an essential guide for today's
practitioner of this traditional martial art. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Cheng Hsin
This book addresses how to explore, generate and control energies not usually
available to humans. 190 photographs and step-by-step instruction in two of the most
influential and powerful training systems ever handed down: Shipalohanshou/18
Methods of the Enlightened Ones and Yijinjing/Muscle-Sinew Changing. It offers
integrated training for those who wish to do the work of improving cerebral functions,
coming to full understanding of the human experience, and maintaining multi-level
health. It is based on the training methods from ancient India and China, as
experienced by the founder of Chan/Zen Buddhism, Bodhidharma (Tamo) as he grew
into adulthood and spiritual maturity. The Patriarch of Zen was considered a
dangerous rebel by the status quo, and for good reason: his approach to human
development rejected authority outside of oneself, including scripture and officials.
Officials/Intellectuals within the Buddhist hierarchy have always had a hard time with
Tamo's methods of direct pointing.

Masters Manual of Hsing-I Kung Fu
This book begins where Volume One left off, increasing the reader's knowledge and
understanding of pa kua chang footwork, palm striking power, martial arts body
movements, and chi kung internal energy development. In addition, this volume adds
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the components of elbow striking, leg locking, and kicking to give the reader a more
well-rounded view of this fascinating internal Chinese martial art.

Martial Arts Studies
Chinese Internal Boxing: Techniques of Hsing-I and Pa-kua is an illustrated martial
arts guide to two soft-style Chinese martial arts. Chinese internal boxing and other
internal martial arts do not depend on muscular strength. Instead, their power is
drawn from the cultivation and practical application of internal energy, or ch'i, making
them perfect for people of all ages and all levels of fitness. With clear, easy-to-follow
instructions and over 380 black-and-white photos and diagrams, this indispensable
martial arts book is ideal for both wushu beginners and advanced practitioners. It
describes in detail and fully illustrates the basic techniques of Hsing-I and Pa-kua,
including the five fists and twelve animal styles of Hsing-I and Pa-kua's eight palm
shapes and eight traditional methods of walking the circle.

Taiki-Ken
A comprehensive analysis of the internal art of Hsing-I Chuan.

On the Warrior's Path, Second Edition
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This book presents the "Simplified Tai Chi" method created by China's Ministry of
Physical Culture and Sports. Unlike traditional Tai Chi, which has over 80
complicated movement sequences or forms, Simplified Tai Chi has 24 short and easyto-remember movement forms which provide all the health benefits but are far easier
for ordinary people to learn and practice on a daily basis. This book provides
everything you need--step-by-step instructions and over 160 clear and simple
illustrations.

Xing Yi Nei Gong
Black Belt
Harmoniously merging the mind and the body, Hsing-I Ch'uan is simultaneously one
of the most simple and most complex of the Chinese martial arts. The five forms,
based on the Chinese concept of the five elements, provide a toolbox of techniques
that the skillful Hsing-I practitioner uses to box with himself, channeling ch'i into
spirit and spirit into mindful stillness. From this synthesis of external and internal
forces springs new energy and true ability. Engagingly written and amply illustrated
with black and white photographs, Robert W. Smith's primer includes the history and
meaning of Hsing-I, detailed instruction in the five forms and twelve animal styles,
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and cogent advice from the masters. First published almost 30 years ago, Hsing-I:
Chinese Mind-Body Boxing was among the first books on Hsing-I and remains one of
the best.

Shaolin-Do
Master Chinese internal boxing or Hsing-I with this illustrated martial arts guide.
Unlike most martial arts, Chinese internal (soft-style) boxing does not depend on
muscular strength. The secret behind its power lies in the cultivation and practical
application of internal energy—ch'i, There are basically three soft-style martial arts:
T'ai-chi, already well known worldwide, and Hsing-I and Pa-kua, relative newcomers
to the West. Although they are not essentially fighting arts but living arts, they are
devastating as systems of self-defense. This martial arts book outlines the history of
Hsing-I—a style of boxing given form (Hsing) by the mind (i)—and gives a thorough
account of the philosophy behind the techniques. It also presents to the West for the
first time the orthodox style of the late Chinese Hsing-i master Ch'en P'an-ling.
Described here in great detail and fully illustrated are the basic techniques, the five
fists of Hsing-i, a linked form of the five fists, and the twelve animal styles.

Xing Yi Quan Xue
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"Presents an in-depth explanation of the original text of an important martial arts
manual, including a look at the actual combat applications of xingyi as taught to the
Chinese army"--Provided by publisher.

Pocket Tai Chi for Beginners
The name Sun Lu Tang rings familiar to almost anyone who has studied one or more
of the major "internal" styles of Chinese martial arts. Because Sun was highly skilled
in Xing Yi Quan, Ba Gua Zhang, and Tai Ji Quan, he wrote five different books on
these subjects and synthesized the three arts to invent Sun Style Tai Ji Quan. His
name has become well known wherever Chinese martial arts are practiced. Sun Lu
Tang's treatise on Xing Yi Quan, published in 1915, was his first work and it was the
first book published publically in China which integrated the thories of martial arts
with Chinese philosophy and Daoist Qi cultivation theories. In addition to the original
text of Sun's Xing Yi Quan book, this English translation also includes a detailed
biography of Sun Lu Tang and an interview with his daughter, Sun Jian Yun. Book
jacket.

On Tai Chi Chuan
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Combat Techniques of Taiji, Xingyi, and Bagua
Literally translated as "Form-Intention Boxing," Xing Yi Quan emphasizes internal
movement within external stillness. Practicing Xing Yi trains the practitioner to
actualize the instinctive, hair-trigger reactions of the human body in direct, powerful
movements. Xing Yi training focuses on natural, integrated movement, whole body
breathing, and the movement of Qi (vital energy), rather than external technique.
Rooted in Daoist meditation and longevity practices, and Chinese medical and martial
art traditions dating back into antiquity, Xing Yi Quan training draws upon ancient
Daoist meditation and inner alchemical practices that transform the body's internal
structure, while confronting and dispelling extraneous thoughts to actualize true
Intention, thereby providing the practitioner with a comprehensive method of
actualizing his or her own inherent potential. Xing Yi Quan: Art of Inner
Transformation is not a how-to book. In this fascinating meditation on the art of Xing
Yi Quan and its many applications to life and living, author Tom Bisio discusses the
many facets of this ancient art: - What is Xing Yi Quan? - The Relationship of Xing Yi
Quan to Daoism - Xing Yi Quan and the Five Elements - The Health Benefits of Xing
Yi Quan - Xing Yi Quan Training - Suitability of Xing Yi Quan for Different Ages &
Lifestyles - Xing Yi Quan as a Martial Art - Xing Yi Quan as a Psycho-Spiritual Path
Xing Yi Quan has five key movements, known as The Five Elements, or The Five
Fists. Each of the Five Fists has a specific internal action and intention that is
simultaneously energy enhancing, combative, and strengthens and harmonizes the
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internal organs. Practicing the Five Fists cultivates Qi and develops practical fighting
skills. In Xing Yi Quan: Art of Inner Transformation Tom Bisio explains how the
postures and movements of Xing Yi Quan open the body's energy pathways
(meridians), promoting health and well-being, while simultaneously arousing and
enlivening the Qi, so that there is no gap between intention and action.

The Xingyi Boxing Manual, Revised and Expanded Edition
CHEN PAN-LING'S ORIGINAL TAI CHI CHUAN TEXTBOOK (TAI CHI CHUAN
CHIAO TSAI), translation of the Chinese text published in 1963, emerged when Chen
chaired a committee of renowned martial artists of the 1940s. The resultant form,
supported by scientific theory, incorporates the best from many styles popular at that
time. Over 300 photos & illustrations act as a foundation for today's family styles.
Tai chi chuan's mission is mental & physical well-being through self-defense.
Scientific research supports tai chi's effectiveness in improving balance. Falls can
mean decreased mobility, increased expenses, even nursing homes. This dilemma
means more taxes for all, & poor quality of life for senior baby boomers. Teaching tai
chi chuan to people of all ages is the express purpose of the original text, & the
present translation. Y.W. Chang, Chen's senior student, collaborates with Ann
Carruthers, a qualified curriculum developer & educator. This text has the elements
of other tai chi chuan books, but with more structure for teaching & learning.
Commentary, glossary, & other teaching aids make it an ideal supplement for
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university & hospital settings, along with the traditional martial arts studio. Blitz!
Design, 2731 Palmer Avenue, New Orleans, LA 70118-6323; 504-862-0168.

Fu Zhen Song's Dragon Bagua Zhang
This book presents the tradition of baguazhang as it is encapsulated in the thirty-six
verses and the forty-eight methods verses, which were written to preserve the oral
teachings of baguazhang’s originator, Dong Haichuan. The verses contain advice on
the body structure and connections, power, methods, and tactics of baguazhang –
invaluable for practitioners of all lineages. This is the first time that the verses are
presented in a stand along book with an in-depth discussion, with historical and social
background, and including versions from different lineage sources. Andrea Falk, the
translator and author, brings to the book forty-five years study and experience in the
Chinese martial arts as well as Chinese history, language, linguistics, literature,
philosophy, religion, and sociology. She lived for years in China for her training, and
continues to visit often. The Epub edition does not have the Chinese characters or
Pinyin with tones.

Hsing Yi Chuan
Ba Gua Zhang (Eight Diagram Palm) is an art of unparalleled sophistication and depth.
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Rooted in Daoist meditation and longevity practices, and Chinese medical and martial
art traditions, Ba Gua Zhang provides the practitioner with a powerful and
comprehensive method of actualizing his or her own inherent internal potential. In
this unique book on the art of Ba Gua Zhang, Ba Gua instructor Tom Bisio discusses
the many facets of this fascinating art: *What is Ba Gua Zhang? *The Relationship of
Ba Gua Zhang to the Yi Jing (Book of Changes) *Ba Gua Zhang and Daoism *Ba Gua
Zhang for Exercise and Physical Fitness *Ba Gua Zhang as a Method of Physical
Therapy *Suitability of Ba Gua for Different Ages and Professions *Ba Gua Zhang as
Method of Promoting Health and Longevity *Health Studies on Ba Gua Zhang *Ba Gua
Zhang as a Martial Art *Ba Gua Zhang as a Psycho-Spiritual Path The Art of Ba Gua
Zhang is not a how-to book. It is a fascinating meditation on the art of Ba Gua Zhang
and its many applications to life and living. The Art of Ba Gua Zhang reveals how
practicing Ba Gua Zhang can create change in all facets of one's life, physical mental
and spiritual. Philosophy, life cultivation and self-defense are seamlessly combined
into Ba Gua Zhang's theories and training methods, so that both the inside and outside
of a person are cultivated simultaneously. The foundational training, circular walking,
and changing palms strengthen muscles, tendons, ligaments and bones, while
simultaneously harmonizing the functions of the internal organs, stimulating the brain
and nervous system, unblocking the meridians and fostering the development of an
indomitable spirit. At its core, Ba Gua Zhang is an embodied expression of the laws of
change and transformation that govern the world in which we live. In The Art of Ba
Gua Zhang, Bisio explains how practicing Ba Gua Zhang not only promotes health and
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fitness, but also allows us to deeply and directly experience and appreciate the natu
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